
Reduced-ligature
washroomsARC

in collaboration with



As one of the most private areas in a mental health facility, a 
bathroom is also one of the highest risk spaces.

Lower levels of supervision relative to other spaces combine 
with a greater number of ligature risks to create a potentially 
dangerous environment for people in crisis.

In order to protect people from harm, bathroom products must 
be designed to be as safe as possible by minimising ligature 
risks, and like all healthcare environments, infection prevention 
and control are of key importance.

The Arc washroom range sensitively addresses ligature 
concerns through its flowing curved design, while lending a 
serene aesthetic to its surroundings.

Manufactured from a non-porous, stain resistant solid surface 
material, Arc products offer excellent hygiene properties. The 
seamless design eliminates dirt-traps which are commonly 
found in traditional fixtures.

Arc products are secured with innovative non-visible fixings, 
minimising opportunities for tampering.



a Seamless design

a Sloping edges

a Radiused corners

a Hands-free taps

REDUCED-
LIGATURE 
DESIGN

a No dirt traps

a Non-porous surface

a Stain-resistant material

HYGIENIC 
SEAMLESS
SURFACE

NON-VISIBLE
FIXING 
METHOD
a Innovative magnet-activated 

fixing method

a Fixings are totally hidden to 
prevent tampering

250kg clamping 
force per fixing

a Innovative sliding mechanism 
provides access for installation 
and maintenance

a Swiveling copper piping 
facilitates movement

a a

QUICK AND SIMPLE 
TO MAINTAIN



KEY FEATURES KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a  Sensitive flowing design 

minimises ligature risks 

a  Seamless surface has no dirt traps, 
offering excellent hygiene properties

a  Hands-free tap activation

a  Solid-surface material is extremely 
resistant to impact

a  Stain-resistant, easy to clean material

a  Hidden fixtures are inaccessible 
to prevent tampering

a  Shatter-resistant polycarbonate 
mirror for safety

a  Choose from Polar White, Sky 
Blue, Seagrass and Mist Grey

ARC BASINS          

Arc basin without storage
1CT-01
1747H | 500W | 403D (mm)

in collaboration with

Arc basin with storage
1CT-02
1747H | 500W | 403D (mm)

Arc accessible basin
1CT-03
1639H | 500W | 484D (mm)



KEY FEATURES KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a  Carefully angled surfaces designed 

to minimise ligature risks 

a  Seamless surface has no dirt traps, 
offering excellent hygiene properties

a  Solid-surface material is extremely 
resistant to impact

a  Stain-resistant, easy to clean material

a  Hidden fixtures are inaccessible 
to prevent tampering

a  Integrated toilet seat (with colour 
demarcation to aid recognition) 
to prevent damage

a  Choose from Polar White, Sky 
Blue, Seagrass and Mist Grey

ARC TOILET          in collaboration with

Arc toilet
1CCT-01
425H | 404W | 537D (mm)



ARC BASIN 
Without storage
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ARC BASIN 
With storage

ARC BASIN 
Accessible
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See for 
yourself...
To arrange a demonstration or book a visit to 
our showroom, please call +44 (0)1622 237830

Pineapple, Westmead, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6XJ

+44 (0)1622 237830

sales@pineapplecontracts.com

uk.pineapplecontracts.com
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